Sin recombinase from Staphylococcus aureus: synaptic complex architecture and transposon targeting.
The Sin recombinase from Staphylococcus aureus builds a distinctive DNA-protein synaptic complex to regulate strand exchange. Sin binds at two sites within an 86 basepair (bp) recombination site, resH. We propose that inverted motifs at the crossover site, and tandem motifs at the regulatory site, are recognized by structurally disparate Sin dimers. An essential architectural protein, Hbsu, binds at a discrete central site in resH. Positions of Hbsu-induced DNA deformation coincide with natural targets for Tn552 integration. Remarkably, Sin has the same topological selectivity as Tn3 and gammadelta resolvases. Our model for the recombination synapse has at its core an assembly of four Sin dimers; Hbsu plays an architectural role that is taken by two resolvase dimers in models of the Tn3/gammadelta synapse.